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The paper is divided into four sections. The first section gives a matricial description R c G 
of the ring End,+(U), which contains as a unital subring the smash product l?#G, R= 
ZZiSy XR-gr. 
R being a group-graded ring and U= axtc R(x) the canonical generator of the 
Section 2 proves mainly the following two facts: for each subring B of R V G containing I?# G, 
R-gr is equivalent to a quotient category of B-mod, and the ring R ‘J G is isomorphic to a ring 
of quotients of B. 
Section 3 investigates the structure 
END,(@,,, M(x))> 
of graded endomorphism rings of the type 
where ME R-gr is a finitely generated R-module. 
In the last section it is shown that R-mod is equivalent to a quotient category of the category 
ENDR(U)-mod, and EndR(U) is isomorphic to a ring of quotients of the ring ENDR(U). 
Introduction 
Let R=BxEG R, be a graded ring of type G, where G is an arbitrary multi- 
plicative group. Denote by U= GxeG R(x) the canonical generator of the category 
R-gr of graded left R-modules, R(x) being for each XE G the x-suspension of R. 
The starting points of this paper are [8] and [lo]. In the first paper it is shown 
that if G is a finite group, the smash product R#G of I? with G is isomorphic to 
the ring End,_,,(U), and, as an immediate consequence, using a classical theorem 
of Mitchell (see e.g. [6, Corollary 15.281) one obtains in a natural way that the func- 
tor Horn &U, -) establishes an equivalence between the categories R-gr and 
R # G-mod; the second paper defines the smash product R”# G also in the case when 
G is an infinite group. Recall that the notion of smash product appears in the theory 
of Hopf algebras, but the importance of this notion in studying the graded rings and 
modules was revealed for the first time only in [4]. 
The aims of this paper are to deepen and extend some results of the above- 
mentioned papers, to announce new results in the case when G is an infinite group, 
to investigate more closely the structure of some objects, namely, the ring R# G and 
the following rings of endomorphisms associated to U: End,_,,(U), END,(U), 
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End,(U), as well as to study the global connections between the categories of 
modules over the four rings mentioned above and the categories R-gr and R-mod. 
If G is a finite group, then R# G 2: End&U), END,(U) = End, (U) = 
End,_,,(U) *G (skew group ring), and l?# G-mod = R-gr (cf. [8]). For G infinite, 
we show that we still have END,(U) = End,.,,(U) *G, and the other rings differ 
from each other by a localization. More precisely, End,.,,(U) is isomorphic to a 
ring of quotients of R# G, End,(U) is isomorphic to a ring of quotients of 
END,(U), and the categories of modules over these rings differ from each other 
by factoring with certain canonical localizing subcategories. In other words, it is 
proved that some results from [8] and [lo] hold in the infinite case modulo a 
localization. In a subsequent paper we shall apply the results of this paper to the 
study of finiteness conditions for graded rings and modules. 
0. Terminology and notations 
All rings considered in this paper are associative with nonzero identity element. 
If A is a ring, A-mod (mod-A) will denote the category of left (right) unital 
A-modules. The notation AM (MA) will be used to emphasize that M is a left 
(right) A-module. For a left A-module M we always write End,(M) for the ring of 
A-endomorphisms of M viewed as left operators, with multiplication f f g = gof. 
Throughout this paper G denotes a fixed multiplicative group (not necessarily 
finite) with identity element e, and R = BxeG R, a graded ring of type G. The 
category of graded left R-modules will be denoted by R-gr. If M= BxCG M, and 
N= &G N, are two objects of R-gr, then the set HomK.s,(M, N) of morphisms 
in the category R-gr from M to N is the set of all R-homomorphisms f : M+ N such 
that f(M,) c N, for all XE G. It is well known that R-gr is a Grothendieck category 
(see e.g. [9]). 
If M= ByeG My is a graded left R-module and XE G, then the x-suspension 
M(x) of M is the graded module obtained from M by putting Mu = Myx for all 
LEG. 
Let M, NE R-gr and x E G. An R-linear mapping f : M + N is said to be a graded 
morphism of degree x if f(M,) c Nyx for all y E G. Graded morphisms of degree x 
build up an additive subgroup HOM,(M, N), of Hom,(M, N), and clearly 
HOM,(M,N)= &o HOM, (M, N), is a graded abelian group of type G. Note 
that HomR.,,(M, N) = HOM, (M, N),. If either G is finite or RM is finitely gener- 
ated, then HOMR(M, N) = Hom,(M, N) (see e.g. [9]). If M= N, then ENDR(M) = 
HOM, (M, M) with multiplication f. g = g 0 f is a graded ring of type G, and M is 
a graded right END, (M)-module. 
Throughout this paper we will denote U= BxeG R(x). Since (R (x)),.~ is a 
family of generators of R-gr, it follows that U is a generator of R-gr. 
For all undefined terms concerning graded modules the reader is referred to [9]. 
If I- is a nonempty set and E is an abelian group, we shall denote, following [l], 
by RFM,(E) the abelian group of all r-square row finite matrices with entries in 
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E. If a E RFM,(E) and (x, y) ETX r, then we write cx(x, y) for the entry in the 
(x, y)-position of f2. 
Let A be a ring and EEA-mod. Then RFM,(A) is a ring, the multiplication 
being given by 
for cu,/3 ERFM,(A), and RFM,(E) is a left RFM,(A)-module, by defining the 
scalar multiplication 
(a. P)(%Y) = c a, Z)P(Z,Y) 
ZEI- 
for a E RFM,(A) and p E RFM,(E). 
We shall denote throughout this paper by e,,, the matrix in RFM,(A) having the 
unit element 1 of A in the (x, y)-position and zero elsewhere, and by pX the matrix 
e,,,. Note that { pX 1 x E r} is a set of orthogonal idempotents of the ring RFM,(A). 
By I, we shall denote the unit element of the ring RFM,(A), i.e., I&y) =6X,Y 
for all (x, y) E r x r, where S,,, is the Kronecker symbol. 
If (Y E RFM,(A) and 4 E A, then a. a will denote the element of RFM,(A) defin- 
ed as follows: 
(a. (x)(&Y) = 0. W,Y). 
1. A description of End,,,(U) as a ring of matrices 
The purpose of this section is to give a canonical matricial description R V G of 
the ring End,.,,(U), and to establish some basic formulae concerning the multi- 
plication of elements of the ring R D G. 
Throughout this paper we shall use the following notation: 
R~G={cxERFM~(R)I~(x,Y)ER,~-I,V(X,Y)EGXG~. 
Clearly, R V G is a subring of RFMG(R). 
1.1. Lemma. There exists a canonical isomorphism of rings 
End,,,(U) ? R v G. 
Proof. For every x E G let lcXJ be the identity element of the ring R, considered as 
a homogeneous element of degree x of R(x-I). Let u ~End,.s,(U) and XE G; then 
~(1,~) E U,, hence there exists a family (a,,),,o of homogeneous elements of R, 
having finite support, such that ~(1~~~) = CyEG aXYe l(,). Since ~(1,~) E U,, it 
follows that deg(or,,) =xy-’ whenever a,,+O. We shall associate to u the matrix 
(Y E R D G defined by a(x, y) = aXY for all (x, y) E G x G, and thus, we have defined 
a map 
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End,_,,(U) + R ‘J G. 
By standard arguments one checks that this map is a ring isomorphism. 0 
1.2. Remark. In fact, a similar argument shows that for A4 a nonzero gr-free 
module with homogeneous basis (fi)ier and deg(fi) =xj, the ring EndR.,,(M) is 
isomorphic to the ring of all r-square row finite matrices a over R with a(i,j) E 
Rx,xy~ for each (i,j) EI-x~. 0 
If I/E R-gr and UE I’ we write u, for the component of u in V,, so that U= 
c xcG vx’ 
Consider the map 
defined as follows: for TE R and (x, y) E G x G, the (x, y)-entry of c(r) is rXr-l. In 
the sequel we shall denote E(r) by f and E(R) by E. Note that E is just the embedding 
q : R --f I? # G of [lo] followed by the inclusion mapping R # G 4 R V G, hence E is 
a ring monomorphism (see also the next section for the definition of R#G). 
We end this section by giving some formulae needed in the sequel, concerning the 
multiplication of elements of R V G. Recall that by e,,, we have denoted the ele- 
ment of RFM,(R) having 1 in the (x, y)-position and zero elsewhere, and by px we 
have denoted the element e,,,. Clearly, px E R V G. 
1.3. Formulae. Let a,j3ERoG, r=CusG r,ER, and x,y,z,teG. Then 
(1) px. a = C a&, u). e,,,. 
UEG 
(2) (a . p,)(z, 0 = 4, t. dz, 0. 
(3) Q py = r,- exy,y. 
(4) a(x,_v).eX,Y = $5). Pu. 
(5) pX. a = C a(x,) . pu. 
USC 
(f-5) @.PJ.(P.pJ = a-PE3-p,. 
2. R-gr as a quotient category of module categories 
Following [lo], denote by I?# G the subring of R V G generated by I? and 
{P, 1 XE G), i.e., 
l?#G=l?+ c l?pX. 
XEG 
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If G is finite, then I?#G= CrEG l?px= CxeG px I? and R#G is a free left and 
right R-module with basis { px 1 x E G}, and if G is infinite, then I?# G is a free left 
and right R-module with basis {Zo} U (p, / XE G}, where Io is the identity matrix 
of RFMo(R) (see [lo, 1 .l and 2.11). Since R# G is a subring of the ring of row and 
column finite matrices over R indexed by the elements of G, it follows that 
R # G = R V G if and only if G is a finite group. 
The ring I?# G will be called the smash product of I? with G. This ring was con- 
sidered for the first time by Cohen and Montgomery (see [4]) but only in the case 
when G is a finite group, as follows: R# G is the free left and right R-module with 
a basis {es 1 g E G}, a set of orthogonal idempotents whose sum is 1, and with 
multiplication given by the rule (re,)(seh) = rs,h leh, r,sE R, g, h E G. Nastasescu 
and Rodinb proved in [8] that this ring is isomorphic to the ring of endomorphisms 
End,,,(U) of the canonical generator U= ogec R(g) of R-gr. On the other hand, 
the ring End,,,(cT) is isomorphic to the matrix ring 
RoG= 
Using this description and the fact that U is a small projective generator of the 
category R-gr, they have deduced immediately from a classical result of Mitchell (see 
e.g. [6, Corollary 15.281) Theorem 2.2 of [4] saying that the categories R-gr and 
Z? # G-mod are equivalent. 
If G is now an arbitrary group, the above-mentioned result of Cohen and Mont- 
gomery may be refined as follows: R-gr is equivalent to a quotient category of 
l?#G-mod. This is the main purpose of this section. We shall prove in fact more: 
for each subring B of R D G, containing I?# G, R-gr is equivalent to a quotient 
category of B-mod. 
Let B be a fixed subring of R v G containing R#G. Denote by J the right ideal 
of R#G defined as follows: 
J= c &Ii#G). 
XSG 
Then J= &G @#G)P,= .&G PxR= CxSG kpx and J= J2, so J is an idem- 
potent two-sided ideal of R# G, because px- Ty = TV. pu lx for all x, y E G and 
rv E Ry (see 1.3(7)) and 7. py = (7. p,,) . (i . py) for all r E R and y E G. 
Let now xeG and DEB. Then p,.p=C,,Gp~).pu, by 1.3(5), hence 
PX.PEC,,G Rp,=J, and so C_xeG pxB c J, i.e., JB=J. 
Denote JB=BJ=CXEG B(R#G)p,=C,,. BP,~. Then J,B=BJB=BJ=Jg, 
hence JB is a two-sided ideal of B, which is clearly idempotent. 
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We shall define now a canonical functor 
TB : B-mod --t R-gr 
as follows: for each ME B-mod, 
T,(M) = c pxM = JM, 
XGG 
where JM is considered as a left R-module by the restriction of scalars via the mor- 
phism &:R-*RVG, &(r)=F, hence r.m=J.m for all reR and mEM. 
Note that the sum CxEG pxM is an internal direct sum since { px 1 x E G} is a set 
of orthogonal idempotents, and for all x, y E G, r = r, E R, and m EM, 
r.(p,.m)=r,.(p,.m)=~~.(p,.m)=(~~.pp,).m=(p,.~~).m 
= Pxy . (TX. ml E pxyM, 
by 1.3(7). Hence T,(M) becomes a graded left R-module by setting T,(M),=p,M 
for all XE G. Note that the ideal J is exactly the Beattie’s ring R # G* (see [3]) and 
JM is a unital left R # G*-module, hence T,(M) can be viewed as a graded left 
R-module also using the considerations of [3]. 
If M’, M” E B-mod and f~ Hom,(M’,M”), then we define TB(f) as the restric- 
tion and corestriction off to T,(M’) and T,(M”) resp. Clearly f(p,M’) c pxM”, 
hence T,(f) is a graded R-morphism. It follows that T, : B-mod + R-gr is indeed 
a functor. 
Define now another functor 
SB : R-gr --f B-mod 
as follows: for each Y= axEG V, E R-gr we set 
For each DE nxEG V” denote by u(x) its x-component, i.e., u=(u(x)),.~. If 
(x E R 17 G, then we can define the scalar multiplication (x. u as follows 
(a. u)(x) = y& c&Y)u(Y). 
Note that (a. U)(X)E V, since a(x,y)~R,~-~ and u(Y)E Vy. In this way SB(V) 
becomes a left R v G-module, and so S,(V) is also a left B-module by the restric- 
tion of scalars via the inclusion B 4 R V G. 
If V’, V” E R-gr and f e Horn&V’, V”), then for each XE G one has an 
R-morphism f,: Vi--f VT (fx(u)=f(u>, UE Vi), and so, S,(f) can be defined as 
Clearly S,(f) is B-linear, hence SB : R-gr + B-mod is a functor. 
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2.1. Theorem. Let B be a subring of R V G containing R# G. Then the functors 
TB 
B-mod 1 R-gr 
SB 
defined above have the following properties: 
(i) S, is a right adjoint of T,. 
(ii) Ts is an exact functor. 
(iii) T, 0 S, = 1 R_gr. 
(iv) SB is an exact functor. 
Proof. (i) For each ME B-mod and VE R-gr consider the map 
V,V, v : HomdM, &Z(V) -, HomR,,KdW, V 
defined as follows: for each f~ Hom,(M, S,(V)), 
vlA4, v(f) = g 
where 
g(p,m) = f (m)(x) 
for all XE G and m E M, i.e., g(p,m) is the x-component f (m)(x) off(m) E S,(V). 
The definition of g is correct; indeed, if pXm = 0, then 0= f (0) =f (p,m) = 
pxf (m), hence f(m)(x) = 0, since for each u E nxEG V, and each y E G, one has 
(PyU)(X) =&u(x). 
Clearly, pM, ,,(f) is a graded R-morphism. 
Let now ge Hom,.,,(TB(M), I’). We shall prove that there exists a unique 
f EHomg(M,SB(V)) such that ~~,~(f)=g. If f is such a morphism, XE G and 
m EM, then 
(V)M, v(f))(P@) = g(pAm) =f (m)(x), 
hence necessarily 
f(m)(x) = g(PXm)Y 
i.e., f is uniquely determined by g. Note that g(p,m) E V, since g is a graded 
morphism. 
It remains to prove only that the map f : M+ S,(V) defined as above is B-linear 
(since clearly f is additive), i.e., f(pm) =/3f (m) for all 6 E B and m EM. 
Let XE G. Then 




= ,& gCBE)(Pzm)) = Eo g(P(x> z)(p,m)) = 
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= i;G KG z)g(p,m) = EC P(x, z)f(m)(z) 
= (Pf(m)>(x)7 
by 1.3(5), and consequently f(/3m) =/?f(m). 
It follows that 
pM, v : HomdM, SdV) + HomR,,(TBOW, V 
is a bijective map, which is clearly additive and natural in both M and V, and so, 
the proof of (i) is complete. 
(ii) Let 
be an exact sequence in B-mod. Since T, is a left adjoint of S,, it follows that TB 
is a right exact functor, i.e., 
TB(;) TB(P) ,, 
JM’-JM-JM -0 
is an exact sequence in R-gr. But clearly TB(i) is a monomorphism since i is a 
monomorphism and the diagram below having as vertical arrows the canonical in- 
jections 
Ttdi) 
JM’ - JM 
I’ i I’ 
M’-M 
is commutative. 
(iii) Let VER-gr, XEG, and o=(~(y)),,~~n~~o VY. Then clearly (p,u)(y)= 
6,,,u(x) for each YE G, hence px. (nYEG V,)= vl. This implies 
v= @ v,= c v,= c px- 
XEG XEG XEG (~G~~)=~~(.JJ!G~~) 
= (TBoSB)(V), 
i.e., TBoSB= lR_gr. 
(iv) Obvious. 0 
2.2. Lemma. With the notations of Theorem 2.1, 
Ker T, = {MEB-mod / T,(M) = 0} 
is a TTF-class, i.e., Ker TB is a localizing subcategory of B-mod which is closed 
under direct products. Moreover, Ker T, = {ME B-mod 1 J,M= O}. 
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Proof. Let MEB-mod. Then JM=O iff JBM=O; consequently 
Ker TB = {ME B-mod 1 J,M = 0} , 
hence Ker T, is the TTF-class of B-mod defined by the idempotent two-sided ideal 
JB of B. 0 
2.3. Corollary. For each subring B of R V G, containing I?# G, R-gr is equivalent 
to the quotient category of B-mod by the TTF-class Ker TB. 
Proof. By the proof of Theorem 2.1(i), for each ME B-mod and k’E R-gr, 
is a natural isomorphism, which induces the natural transformation of functors 
@ : TBoSe + lR_sr defined as follows: for each I/E R-gr, Q(V) = psDCV), V(ls,CV)). By 
Theorem 2.l(iii), Tgo S, = lR_sr; using now the definition of v),,,,,, V one checks im- 
mediately that Q(V) is the identity morphism of V, and consequently @ is the identi- 
ty natural transformation of the identity functor lR_gr of the category R-gr. In view 
of Theorem 2.1, the result follows from a classical result (see [7, Proposition 5, 
p. 3741 or [6, Proposition 15. IS]). Cl 
2.4. Remarks. (1) If I/E R-gr, then 
HomR_,,,(U, V) = HomR.p, x@)GR(x-l),V =~~~Ho~~_~,(R(~-‘),V) 
> 
Note that HomR.p,(U, V) is a left End,,,(U)-module (since the multiplication of 
the ring End,,,(U) is given by f. g = go f ), hence a left R V G-module. If we 
denote by i : B 4 R V G the canonical inclusion mapping and by i, : R V G-mod --t 
B-mod the functor of restriction of scalars, then we conclude that the functors 
and 
S, : R-gr + B-mod 
i, o Horn,.& U, -) : R-gr -+ B-mod 
are naturally equivalent. 
(2) If B= R v G, then Theorem 2.1 is nothing else than the well-known 
Gabriel-Popescu theorem for the Grothendieck category R-gr and its generator U. 
Note that in this case the left adjoint functor TRTG of SRaC is explicitly described: 
T,,.(M)=C,,. pxM for all ME R V G-mod. 
(3) If G is a finite group, then B=RvG and IG=CxeC px, hence M= 
c XE G p,M, and consequently T,(M) = M for all ME B-mod. Then Ker TB = 0 and 
we obtain thus [4, Theorem 2.21 and [8, Theorem 2.11. 0 
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The terminology concerning rings and modules of quotients involved in the next 
results will follow [l 11. 
2.5. Theorem. For each subring B of R V G containing l-?# G, the ring R V G is 
isomorphic to the ring of quotients B, of B with respect to the left Gabriel 
topology FB = {L sB B 1 L 2 Js} on the ring B. 
Proof. By the proof of Lemma 2.2, the TTF-class Ker T, is defined by the idem- 
potent two-sided ideal JB of B, hence FB is exactly the left Gabriel topology on B 
corresponding to Ker T, (see e.g. [ll, Proposition 6.11, p. 1501). 
Denote by A the ring R V G and by i : B 4 A the inclusion mapping. Consider the 
exact sequence 
0 + B + i,(A) + i,(A)/B + 0 
in B-mod, where i, : A-mod + B-mod is the functor of restriction of scalars. 
IfxEGandcrEA, thenp,.a=C,,o a(x,u)pU E J c B by 1.3(5), hence JA c B, 
and so J(i,(A)/B) = 0. Therefore i,(A)/B E Ker TB. 
But S,(V) is an F,-closed B-module for each V E R-gr by a well-known result 
(see e.g. [7, Lemma 2, p. 3711 or [6, Corollary 15.131). In particular, S,(U) is FB- 
closed, hence according to Remark 2.4(l), i*(HomR.R,(U, U)) = i,(A) is F,-closed. 
Then i,(A),;, = i*(A). 
The exact sequence in B-mod 
O-B+i,(A)+i,(A)/B+O 
induces the exact sequence in B,,-mod 
0 -+ BF8 + i*(A)FB + MA)/B)+ 
hence B, = (i*(A))F8 = i,(A) since i,(A)/B E Ker T,. 
It remains to prove that the isomorphism B, = A is in fact a ring morphism. 
But this follows from the following result: 
2.6. Lemma. Let B be an arbitrary ring, F a left Gabriel topology on B, and A a 
ring having B as a unital subring. If i : B 4 A denotes the inclusion mapping, sup- 
pose that i,(A) is F-closed and i,(A)/B is an F-torsion B-module. Then the ring A 
is isomorphic to the ring of quotients B,. 
Proof. Since i,(A) is F-closed, it follows that i,(A) has a canonical structure of left 
B,-module, and i,(A) = i*(A)F as B,-modules. 
The exact sequence in B-mod 
0 + B + i,(A) + i,(A)/B + 0 
yields the isomorphism of left B,-modules f : BFz i,(A) making the diagram 







commutative, where 9 is the canonical morphism. Since i,(A) is F-torsion-free, it 
follows that so is also B, and consequently v, is injective. 
Let q2 E BF be a fixed element and define the mappings 
f’ : BF -+ i*(A), f’(q1) =f(qlqd, 41 EBF, 
f o : BF + i*(A), f”(q1) =f(q,)f(qh 41 EBF. 
If we consider BF as a left B-module via p, thenf’ and f n are B-linear. Let b E B. 
Then f’(v(b)) =f”(~,(b)) = bf(q2), hence f’ -f n is zero on Im(v), and, consequent- 
ly, there exists a morphism g of B-modules making the diagram 
P 
B-B F - Coker(p) 
f’-f” ,,;’ ! / d 
i,(A) 
commutative. 
But Coker(p) is an F-torsion B-module and i,(A) is an F-torsion-free B-module, 
hence g=O, and so f’=f”. Therefore f(q1q2)=f(ql)f(q2) for all q,, q2eBF, i.e., 
f is a ring isomorphism. 0 
Remarks. (1) Let XE G and consider the left R-module l?p,. Then l?p, is also a left 
R-module via the isomorphism of rings R G I?, r ++ 7. Clearly, l?p, is a graded left 
R-module by putting 
(RP~), = Vyx px 1 ryx E Ryx> 
for all y E G, and the mapping R(x) + I?px, r y Fpx is an isomorphism in R-gr. Con- 
sequently, the graded R-modules U= mx6o R(x) and J= CxEG l?px= @x.G l?px 
are isomorphic, hence 
T,(B)= c p,B=JB=J=U, 
XEG 
and so, there exist isomorphisms of B-modules 
BF8 = (S,oT,)(B) = S,(J) = S,(U) = i,(A). 
(2) Let B be a subring of R v G containing I?# G such that all elements of B are 
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both row and column finite. Such a subring of R v G is R”#G itself. If V/E R-gr, 
then clearly I/ = a,, o V, is a B-submodule of S,(V) = nxeG V,. 
The exact sequence in B-mod 
induces the exact sequence in B,-mod 
O+ I&+ WV,-* (WWV,. 
But S,(V) is F,-closed, hence S,(V),B = S,(V), and by Theorem 2.l(iii), I/= 
TB(SB(V)) =LS,(V), hence J(S,(L’)/L’) =0, i.e., Ss(V)/VEKer T,, and so 
(S,(V)/V),B=O. It follows that V,, r S,(V). 0 
Problem. Let B be a subring of R V G containing R, and S, : R-gr + B-mod the 
functor defined as SB (V) = n,, o V,, V E R-gr. Let Ti : B-mod + R-gr be a left ad- 
joint of S, (one exists by Remark 2.4( 1) and by a classical result of Gabriel (see [7, 
Proposition 1, p. 4031)) and @ the associated natural transformation from Ti 0 S, 
to lR_gr, If Ti is an exact functor and @ is an isomorphism, then I?# G c B and TI; 
is naturally equivalent to the functor T,: B-mod + R-gr, T,(M) = CxEG p&f, in 
other words, I?# G is the smallest subring of R D G containing I?, for which 
Theorem 2.1 holds. 0 
3. The structure of some graded endomorpbism rings 
The aim of this section is mainly to investigate the structure of graded endo- 
morphism rings of the type END, (a,, o M(x)), where ME R-gr is a finitely gener- 
ated R-module. 
For each ZE G denote 
Clearly Hz is an additive subgroup of RFM,(R), the sum CzEc Hz is an internal 
direct sum, and HY. Hz c Hyz for each y, z E G. 
Denote 
H= c Hz. 
ZSG 
Then His a subring of RFMG(R), and moreover it is a graded ring of type G. Note 
that H,=RoG. 
3.1. Lemma. There exists a canonical graded ring isomorphism 
END,(U) =, H, 
which in degree e gives the isomorphism of rings End,_& U) 1 R V G considered in 
Lemma 1.1. 
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Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 1.1, for every XE G, let lo,) be the identity ele- 
ment of the ring R considered as a homogeneous element of degree x of R(x-‘). 
Let ZE G and u E END,(U),. Then u(U,) c U,,, hence there exists a family 
bxy)y~G of homogeneous elements of R, having finite support, such that u(l(,))= 
c yeG axY . ICY). Since u(lw) E U,,, one finds deg(a,,) =xzY-’ whenever a,,#O. 
Define the map 
by u c (x, where a(x, Y) = oXy for all (x, Y) E G x G. Thus, we have a map 
END,(U)-tH, 
which is clearly a graded ring isomorphism. q 
Note that if ME R-gr is as in Remark 1.2, a similar matricial description for 
ENDR(M) can be given. 
Following [lo] the map 
8: G+RFMG(R) 
defined by B(g) = g, where 
E(x,y) = L 1 ify=xg, 0 ifyfxg 
is a monomorphism of multiplicative monoids. If we denote G = B(G), then G is a 
subgroup of the group of units of the ring RFMG(R). 
3.2. Lemma. For each y E G one has H, = H; J. 
Proof. First of all, note that J’E Hy since 1 ER,=R~~~~~~~I and 1 =~(x,xy) for all 
x E G, hence He. J c Hy. Let now o E Hy; then 
(a. Y-‘)(x,z) = u;Ga(x,u). F(w) = a(x,zy)~R,~~,~~~~ = R,~I. 
Thus CX*~~‘=~._T’ER~G=H~, and consequently aEH,.j. 0 
Recall that by an action of the group A on a ring A we mean a group morphism 
Q : G -+ Aut(A). We may define in this case the skew group ring A *G with respect 
to Q as being the free left and right A-module with basis {g 1 ge G} and with the 
multiplication given by 
(ag) .@h) = a&Wkk 
for all a, b E A and g, h E G. The ring A * G is a graded ring: A * G = egeG (A * G),, 
where (A*G),=Ag={agIaEA}. 
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3.3. Theorem. The graded ring END,(U) is isomorphic to the skew group ring 
End,,,(U) * G. 
Proof. Let ~ERVG and gEG. Then cx.g-‘~H~ I, and so g.a.g-‘~geH,-~ c 
Hg. Hg 1 c H,= R v G. It follows that the map p : ~7 - Aut(R V G) defined by 
p(g)(a) = 2. a. 8-l is a group morphism. 
If ~,PERVG and x,y~G, then 
hence CxeG (R V G) . K is the skew group ring (R V G) *C with respect to the action 
,Q of G on R V G. Using now Lemma 3.2, we find that H= (R V G) * ~3. 
Consider the morphism Q : G--t Aut(R V G) given by e(g) =Q(g) for each g E G. 
Then clearly (R ~7 G) * c = (R V G) * G, and consequently, by Lemma 3.1, we ob- 
tain a graded isomorphism END,(U) = End,,,(U) *G. 0 
As we have seen in the proof of Theorem 3.3, G = G acts by conjugation on 
R ~7 G; we let (R V G)G denote the subring of fixed elements of R v G. 
3.4. Proposition. (R V G)’ = I?. 
Proof. Let creRVG and gEG; then 
(a * .&-%z, Y) = u50 Q(Z9 u). K’(U7 Y) = o(z, Yg) 
for each z, Y E G. Therefore 
(~~o@)(x,Y) = L~Gg(xJ)a(z,Yg) = o(xg,yg). 
Consequently, 
cr~(RoG)‘*o(x,~)=a(xg,Yg), vx,Y,gEG. 
Since for r-E R, P(xg, yg) = rXY-l = ?(x, y), we have R c (R V G)‘. 
Conversely, suppose (x(x, y) = a(xg, Yg) Vx, y, g E G, and suppose for the moment 
that the eth row of cr contains only one nonzero element, namely cr(e, up’) = s E R,. 
Then the gth row of a can contain only one nonzero element, namely a(g, u-‘g)=s, 
and it is clear that a =S. In general, it is easy to see that if the eth row of a contains 
n nonzero elements in columns UT’, . . . . u,’ with a(e,u;l)=siE R,,, then a=5 
where s= Cy=, s,. 0 
Remark. The proof above shows that (R# G)G = R (cf. [lo, Lemma 2.2(i)]). More- 
over, if X is an arbitrary subset of R v G containing R, then 
RcR~cx~L(RvG)~=I?, 
hence X’=R. 0 
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The aim of the remainder of this section is to investigate the structure of more 
generally graded rings, namely of the type END,(@,,. A4(x)), where ME R-gr 
and either G is a finite group or RM is finitely generated, and to derive from this, 
consequences extending some results of [4] and [8]. 
3.5. Lemma. Let A be an arbitrary ring, and (Ei)i.r a family of left A-modules 
indexed by the nonempty set I-. Suppose that one of the following conditions is 
satisfied: 
(1) r is finite; 
(2) Ej is finitely generated for all i E r. 
Then the ring End, ( Bi,= E;) is isomorphic to the set End(EJ;,, of all r-square 
row finite matrices cr for which a(i, j) E Horn, (Ei, Ej) for all (i, j) E r x r, with 
ring operations on this set of matrices given by 
(a+P)(i,j) = N,j)+B(i,j), 
(a.P)(i,j) = k&/W,j)nN,Q. 
Proof. Define the map 
I// : End, 
( > 
@ E; + End(Ei 
i6I 
by cl/(~)=(u~)(;,j)s~x~, where uij= nj ouoAi, and Aj(resp. Zj) is the j-th canonical 
injection (resp. projection) of the direct sum @,,-r Ei. The proof that I+V is a ring 
isomorphism is straightforward, and therefore is left to the reader. q 
3.6. Theorem. Let ME R-gr, and suppose that either G is a finite group or RM is 
finitely generated. If we denote U(M) = aXCc M(x), then the following assertions 
are true: 
(1) The graded rings ENDR(U(M)) and End,,,(U(M)) *G are isomorphic. 




End&U(M)) = RFMG (End,_,,(M)). 
is a finite group with n elements and ME R-gr is arbitrary, then 
End& U(M)) * G = A4,, (End, (M)). 
We have U(M) = 0,. d M(x-‘). By Lemma 3.5, there exists a ring iso- 
t+v:EndR($~M(x-‘))%End(M(xpl)),,,. 
Since HOMR @4(x-‘), M( Y-‘))~ = HOM, (M, M),-I for all x, y, z E G, it follows 
that for each z E G 
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where 
w(END,(UW)),) = H(M),, 
H(M), = {o E RFM, (END, W)) 1 a(~, u) E END, (M),~I, 
v(x,y)~GxG}, 
hence, H(M) = C,, G H(M), = @,, G H(M), is a graded ring of type G and v in- 
duces a graded ring isomorphism @ : ENDR(U(M)) --* H(M). Note that if we take 
M= R, then U(M) = U, END,(M) =End,(R) = R, and H(M) = H. Hence we ob- 
tain Lemma 3.1. 
Since Lemma 3.2 is true for each graded ring of type G, if we replace in its statement 
the graded ring R by the graded ring ENDR (M), we obtain H(M), = H(M), . J for all 
y E G, where J is considered as an element of RFM,(END,(M)). Continue now as 
in the proof of Theorem 3.3, using the graded ring isomorphism v considered 
above. 
(2) Since M is G-invariant, it follows that U(M) = &I(‘) in R-gr, and so, by a 
graded version of Lemma 3.5, one gets 
End,_& U(M)) = End,,,(M(G)) 2 RFM, (End,.,,(M)). 
(3) One has U(M) = M” in R-mod, hence 
END, (U(M)) = End, (U(M)) = End, (M”) = M,(End, (M)). 
Use now (1). 0 
3.7. Corollary. If R is a crossed product, then 
End,_,,(U) - RFM,(R,). 
Proof. Apply Theorem 3.6(2) to M=R and use the following fact: End,,,(R) 2 
R,. 0 
3.8. Corollary (Cohen and Montgomery [4, Theorem 3.51). Zf G is a finite group 
with n elements, then (R^#G) *G = M,,(R). 
Proof. Since G is finite, Z?#G= R v G = End,.,,(U). Apply Theorem 3.6(3) for 
M=R. 0 
4. R-mod as a quotient category of END,(U)-mod 
Throughout this section we shall use the following notations: 
B = End,(U), A = END,(u), 
where U= @x,G R(x). 
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Since U, regarded without grading is a generator of 
Gabriel-Popescu theorem says that R-mod is equivalent 
B-mod via the functors 
HomR((i, -) 
R-mod ( * B-mod 
UOB- 
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the category R-mod, the 
to a quotient category of 
(this follows also more elementary, see Remark 4.9 below), where U is considered 
as a right B-module with respect to the scalar multiplication x. f=f(x), XE U, f E B. 
Clearly R U, is a bimodule, hence U is also an R-A bimodule R U,. Note that the 
multiplication in the rings B and A is f. g = g of. 
The aim of this section is to show that in the above statement we can replace the 
ring B by the smaller ring A (of course, we suppose tacitly that the group G is in- 
finite, for otherwise B =A, and in this case we have nothing to prove). As a conse- 
quence one obtains B as a ring of quotients of A with respect to a certain Gabriel 
topology on A, and one establishes connections between the categories R-gr, 
R V G-mod, A-mod, B-mod, R-mod. 
4.1 Lemma. Or, is a cyclic projective B-module, and U, is a cyclic projective 
A-module. 
Proof. Since U= @x,G R(x) and R(e)=R, we have ,U=R@X, where X= 
0 ,,,o, (=l R(x). Applying the additive functor Horn, (-, U) to the above 
equality one obtains Hom,(U, U) = Hom,(R, U)@Hom,(X, U), i.e., B = 
U@ Hom,(X, U) as right B-modules. Hence U, is a cyclic projective B-module. 
Applying now the additive functor HOMR (- , U) : R-gr --f Z-mod to the equality 
U = R OX (regarded in R-gr) one gets 
HOMR(U, U) 2. HOM,(R, U)@HOM,(X, U), 
as Z-modules. But HOM,(R, U) 1 U by the assignment f ++ f(1). Clearly, the 
above isomorphism is A-linear. Moreover, HOM,(X, U) has canonically a struc- 
ture of right A-module, hence A = U@ HOMR(X, U) as right A-modules, and 
consequently U, is a cyclic projective A-module. 0 
Denote by t(U) the trace ideal of the projective right A-module U, i.e., 
t(U) = c Wf). 
f~Homa(u,A) 
It is well known (see e.g. [ll, Proposition 9.4, p. 1561) that t(U) is an idempotent 
two-sided ideal of A and U. t(U) = U. 
Denote also 
r(U) = f eENDR(U) 1 
such that f(U) 
FIGf L G, finite, 
L xFo, R (x) 
I 
. 
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4.2. Lemma. The following assertions are true: 
(1) r(U) is an idempotent wo-sided ideal of A. 
(2) u= u. z(U). 
(3) r(U).B c A. 
(4) T(U) c t(U). 
Proof. (1) Let f e T(U) and g E A. Then f(U) c axeC, R(x) for some finite sub- 
set Gf of G, so (g.f)(U)=(fog)(U) c f(U) c BXEG/ R(x), hence gefE~(U). 
We have also 
(f. g)(U) = @of)(U) c_ g 
(.., x> 
@ R( ) c ,o, R(Y) = U. 
But OX&, R(x) is a finitely generated submodule of R U, hence g( @,,o, R(x)) is 
a finitely generated submodule of R U= a,, o R(y), and consequently, there exists 
a finite subset G’ of G such that g(BXeci R(x)) c ByGG, R(y), in other words, 
f. g E T(U). 
Let JET(U); then f(U) L @Fzl R(Xi) for some finite subset {xi,...,~~} of G. 
For each i, 1 I i I k denote by Xi : U + R (x,) the x&h canonical projection and by 
A;: R(x,) -+ U the Xith canonical injection of the direct sum @,,,o R(x). Clearly 
2jonj~~(U) for all i, l~i~k, and f=Cf=, (Aioni)Of=CFEl f.(Aioni), hence 
f e TV, that is to say T(U) is an idempotent ideal. 
(2) Let u be a nonzero homogeneous element of U. Since U is a generator of the 
category R-gr and Ru is a graded submodule of U, there exist n E N \ (0) and an 
epimorphism in R-gr 
U” - a Ru. 
Denote for each k, 1 I k< n, by fk the composite morphism 
Ak a 
- U” - Ru c 
j 
uk ’ u, 
where Uk= U, ,ik is the canonical kth injection and j is the canonical inclusion 
map. Then fk E End,_,,(U) c A. Since a is surjective, there exists (u,, u2, . . . , u,) E 
U” such that 
u = a(u,,u,,..., %I) = i fkbkh 
k=l 
hence 2.4 = Ci=, uk. fk. But fk e r(U) since fk(u) C Ru and Ru is contained in a 
finite direct sum of modules of type R(x). Consequently, u E U- s(U). If now u is 
an arbitrary nonzero element of U, then u is a finite sum of its homogeneous com- 
ponents, hence UE U. r(U). Thus, we have U= U. r(U). 
(3) LetgEBandfE~(U). Wehavetoprovethatf.g=gofEA. Sincefer(U), 
one has f (U) c U’, where U’= @,,+ R(x) for some finite subset Gf of G. Denote 
g’=&. Then g’ E Horn, (U’, U), and since U’ is a finitely generated submodule of 
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RU, HomR(U’, U) =HOM,(U’, U). But gof=g’of’, wheref’ : U-t U’ is defined 
byf’(u)=f(u) for all ~EU. Since f’EHOMR(U,U’), one deduces g’of’=gof= 
f-g, so HOMR(U, U)=A. 
(4) Let f E T(U). Then f EA, and f(U) c @:= 1 R (xi) for some finite subset 
{x i,...,xk} of G. Since f=f,+--. + fk where J; EA and A(U) c R(x;) for all i, 
1 lisk (see the last part of the proof of (l)), it is sufficient to prove that f E t(U) 
if f (U) c R(x) for some XE G. 
Definep: U+EndR(U) byP(o)(u)=f(u). u, u, u E U. Note that f (u) E R(x) = R, 
hence the multiplication f (u) . u is nothing else than the scalar multiplication in the 
module R U. For each fixed u E U denote by 
qu:R(x)+ U 
the mapping A - Au. Clearly vu E Hom,(R (x), U) = HOM,(R(x), U). Denote by 
f’ : U+ R(x) the corestriction of f to R(x), i.e., f’(u) =f(u) for all u E U. Then 
f’EHOMR(U,R(x)), hence poOf’EHOMR(U, U)=A. 
But (q~,of’)(u)=f’(u). u=f(u)- u=/~(u)(u), for all ~EU, hence c&o~‘=P(u)EA. 
It follows that p: U-END,(U,U)=A. For each QEA, u,u~U, one has: 
P(a(u))(u) = f (u) . a(u) = a(f (u) * 0) = a(P(u)W) = (aoP(u))(4, 
hence P(a(u))=aoP(u), i.e., p(u.a)=P(u). a, in other words, p~Horn~(U,A). 
Take now u = 1 E R c (I. Then p(l)(u) = f (u) . 1 = f (u) for all u E U, thus f = /3( 1) 
and p E HomA (U,A). Consequently, f E t(U) by the definition of t(U), from 
which it follows that r(U) c t(U). 0 
Remarks. (1) Denote by J(U) the image of r(U) under the canonical graded ring 
isomorphism END,(U) =t H (see Lemma 3.1). Since t(U) is clearly a graded ideal 
of END,(U), it follows that J(U) is a graded two-sided ideal of H, consisting of 
all matrices of H having at most finitely many nonzero columns. Denote by J’ the 
idempotent two-sided ideal Cx60 (R V G)p, of R V G. With the notations used in 
Section 3, it can be proved that J(U), = Jv . J for each y E G; then, following the 
proof of Theorem 3.3, one deduces that the graded ideal J(U) is isomorphic to the 
skew group ring (without unit element) J” *G. 
(2) Denote by ,$(U) the image of Jv under the canonical ring isomorphism 
R V G I* End,,,(U). Then g(U) is a two-sided ideal of End,,,(U) generated (as a 
left ideal) by the family (7~~)~~~ of elements of End,_,,(U), where 7c, : U-t U is for 
each XE G the canonical xth projection of R(x). Thus s(U) = g(U) * G, and 
moreover, g(U) *G is exactly the image of t(U) under the isomorphism 
ENDR( U) Z, End&U) * G described in Theorem 3.3. 0 
4.3. Lemma. Let C be an arbitrary ring and P a nonzero projective right C-module. 
If 2t is a two-sided ideal of C such that PU = P, then t(P) c 2l, where t(P) is the trace 
ideal of P in C. 
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Proof. Denote by Fp the right Gabriel topology on the ring C defined by the idem- 
potent two-sided ideal t(P) of C, i.e., 
Fp= {Q 1 QsC,, t(P) c G}. 
According to [ 1, Proposition 8.11, 2l E Fp H Hom,(P, CT/‘%) = 0. 
But Horn& -) : mod-C+ Z-mod is an exact functor, hence Homc(P, C/g) = 
0 e Horn&‘, 8) = Horn&P, C). Let fE Hom,(P, C); then f(P) =f(P??I) c 
f(R)8 C C2l=Yl since ?l is a two-sided ideal of C and Pa= P. Consequently, 
Homc(P, C) c Hom(P, U), and so 2l E Fp, i.e., t(P) c 2l. 0 
4.4. Proposition. With the notations above, T(U) = t(U). 
Proof. s(U) c t(U) by Lemma 4.2(4). On the other hand, U= U. t(U) and t(U) 
is a two-sided ideal of A by Lemma 4.2, hence t(U) c z(U) according to Lemma 
4.3. 0 
4.5. Corollary. If i : A G B denotes the inclusion mapping and i, : B-mod ---t A-mod 
denotes the functor of restriction of scalars, then U @A (i,(B)/A) = 0. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.2(3), z(U).B c A, hence z(U).(i,(B)/A)=O. But U= 
U. t(U) = Cr. r(U) by Proposition 4.4, hence 
UOA (i,(B)/A) = U. z(U) OA (i,(B)/A) = U@* r(U). (i,(B)/A) = 
= U@,O=O. 0 
4.6. Lemma. For each XE R-mod, the canonical morphism U BgHomR(U, X) -+ 
X, u @ f - f(u) is an isomorphism of R-modules, natural in X. 
Proof. By [2, Proposition 20.111, the canonical morphism 
v: U@,HomR(U,X)+Hom,(HomB(U,U),X), 
defined by 
v(u 0 f)(g) = f (g(u)) 
is an isomorphism of R-modules, natural in X, since U, is a finitely generated pro- 
jective module cf. Lemma 4.1. On the other hand, B=End,(U), and so, 
Hom,(U, U) = Biend,(U). But R U is a generator in R-mod, so R U is faithful and 
balanced according to [2, Proposition 17.81, i.e., the canonical morphism 
R + Biend,(U) is an isomorphism of rings. Consequently, 
U@,Hom,(U,X)1Hom,(R,X)qX, 
and clearly, the composed morphism U OgHomR(U, X) G X is exactly the mor- 
phism defined by u @ f - f(u). 0 
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4.1. Proposition. For each XE R-mod, the canonical morphism UOA Hom,(U, 
X)+X, u 0 f +-+ f(u) is an isomorphism of R-modules, natural in X. 
Proof. The exact sequence of left A-modules 
0 -+ A + i,(B) + i,(B)/A + 0 
yields the exact sequence of left R-modules 
0 --t U OA A --f U 0, i,(B) --f U OA (i,(B)/A) + 0, 
because U, is a projective module, hence a flat module. Applying now Corollary 
4.5, one deduces that U = U@,A = U@, i,(B), as left R-modules. More precise- 
ly, U’t U@, i,(B) via the morphism u ++ u @ 1. 
But B has a structure A B, of A-B bimodules and the canonical isomorphism of 
left R-modules U OA B + U, u @ b ++ ub is also an isomorphism of right B-modules; 
its inverse is the isomorphism U-t U@, B, u H u @ 1. 
Using this isomorphism and Lemma 4.6, one gets: 
U OA Horn, (U, X) -t U OA (B OB HomR (U, X)) I* 
‘(U@AB)@gHomR(U,X)~U@gHomR(U,X)‘tX. 
Moreover, it is easily verified that the obtained isomorphism U@, Hom,(U, 
X) 5 X is exactly the desired isomorphism. 0 
4.8. Theorem. Consider the functors 
7 
END, (U)-mod ; R-mod 
s 
defined by S(X) = Hom,(U, X) and T(M) = U BENDKcLI) M, where HomR(U, X) 
is a left ENDR (U)-module by the restriction of scalars via the inclusion mapping 
ENDR( U) 4 End,(U). Then the foil0 wing statements are true: 
(1) T is an exact functor. 
(2) S is a right adjoint of T. 
(3) The associated natural transformation @ : T 0s --f lR_mod is an isomorphism. 
(4) S is an exact functor. 
Proof. (1) (resp. 4)) is clear since U,, (resp. RU) is a projective module, where 
A = END,(U). 
(2) Well-known. 
(3) It can be seen easily that for each XE R-mod, the morphism Q(X) : U@, 
Hom,(U, X) --)X is exactly the isomorphism described in Proposition 4.7. 0 
4.9. Remarks. (1) If R’ is an arbitrary ring and U’ is an arbitrary generator of 
R’-mod, then the non-trivial part of the proof of the Gabriel-Popescu theorem for 
R’-mod and U’ is the following: the morphism U’@,.Hom,,(U’,X’)+X’, 
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u@ f - f(u) is an isomorphism of R’-modules for each X’ ER’-mod, where B’ 
denotes the ring End,,(U’). This can be done directly (see the proof of Lemma 
4.6). 
(2) Theorem 2.1 suggests the following question: is Theorem 4.8 true if we replace 
the ring ENDR (U) by an arbitrary subring C of End,(U), containing END,(U)? 
4.10. Corollary. R-mod is equivalent to the quotient category of END,(U)-mod 
by the TTF-class Ker T. 
Proof. Clearly, Ker T is a TTF-class since U, is a finitely generated projective 
module. The result follows from [7, Proposition 5, p. 3741. 0 
4.11. Proposition. Ker T= {ME A-mod 1 7(U)M=O}, i.e., Ker T is the TTF-class 
of A-mod defined by the idempotent wo-sided ideal r(U) of A. 
Proof. Since Ker T is a TTF-class of A-mod, there exists a two-sided idempotent 
ideal t of A such that Ker T= {ME A-mod 1 tM= O}. Denote by F the left Gabriel 
topology on A-mod corresponding to Ker T. Then F= { 2l I,A 1 t c a}. We shall 
denote by F, the left Gabriel topology on A-mod defined by the idempotent two- 
sided ideal r(U), i.e., F,= {2l~,A 1 r(U) c 2l}. Let 21 EF”, i.e., r(U) !Z I?l. Then 
7( 13. (A/J) = 0, hence U@,A/21=U~7(U)@,A/Yl=U@0,7(U)~(A/~)= 
U@,O=O, and so A/‘3 EKer T, i.e., ‘8 E F, in other words t c 2l. Since r(U) EF”, 
one obtains in particular t c 7(U). 
On the other hand, t E F, hence A/t E Ker T, and consequently U 0, A/t = 0. But 
U@* A/t = U/Ut as Z-modules, hence U= Ut. By Lemma 4.3, we deduce t(U) c t. 
But t(U) = r(U) according to Proposition 4.4, hence s(U) c t. Thus t(U) = t, hence 
F=F,, and the proof is complete. 0 
4.12. Theorem. The ring End,(U) is isomorphic to the ring of quotients of the 
ring END,(U) with respect to the left Gabriel topology F,= { ‘3 I~ A 1 s(U) c 2l> 
on A =END,(U). 
Proof. Consider the inclusion map A G B, where A=ENDR(U) and B= 
End,(U). Then i,(B)/A E Ker T since U 0, (i,(B)/A) = 0, cf. Corollary 4.5, hence 
(i,(B)/A),, = 0 by Proposition 4.11. 
The exact sequence of left A-modules 
0 + A + i,(B) + i,(B)/A + 0 
yields the exact sequence in A-mod 
0 + AFL, + i*(Q, + (i,(B)/A),, = 0. 
On the other hand, S(U) = Hom,(U, U) = B is F,-closed, hence A,, = B as left 
A-modules. Apply now Lemma 2.6. 0 
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Our next aim is to study more closely the connections between the following four 
categories: 
R-gr, End,,,(U)-mod, END, (U)-mod, R-mod. 
First, we shall list the notations which will be used in the sequel: 
END,(U)=A; 
End,_,,(U) =A, (= the homogeneous component of degree e of A); 
9 : End,.,,(U) 1 R V G, the canonical ring isomorphism given by Lemma 1.1; 
R-gr - s” R V G-mod, the canonical functors described in Section 2, i.e., 
SV=SRTso and TV =TRTG; 
END, (U)-mod - L R-mod, the functors described in Theorem 4.8; 
DR 
R-gr - R-mods the forgetful (or degrading) functor; 
D,4 
END, (U)-gr - END,(U)-mod, the forgetful (or degrading) functor. 
4.13. Proposition. A is a strongly graded ring, and, consequently, the functor 
A @A,- 
A,-mod y A-gr 
defines an equivalence of categories. 
Proof. Let y E G; then 
U(Y) = 
hence Uis G-invariant. According to [5, 5.121 or [9, 1.5.31, END,(U) is a strongly 
graded ring. Apply then [5, 2.81 or [9, 1.3.4.1. 0 
Note that the functor p* : R V G-mod + End,,,(U)-mod of restriction of scalars, 
defined by the ring isomorphism v, : End,_,,(U) It R V G defines an isomorphism of 
categories. 




are naturally equivalent. 
Proof. Let xeG; then OyeG R, I = azEG R,= R, hence according to 1.3(l) we 
get an isomorphism of left R-modules px. (R V G) + R, px. (x ++ CyEG a(x, y). Since 
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the sum CxEG px. (R V G) is an internal direct sum, it follows that there 
canonical isomorphism of left R-modules CxEG px. (R V G) = R”‘= U. 
now an arbitrary set, then there exist isomorphisms of left R-modules, 
exists a 
If K is 
c px.(RVG)‘K’= x;~(~.AR~G))‘K’= c px.(RoG) V) 
XCG XEG > 
= (R(G))(K) = U(K) 
But, according to the definition of TV = TRvG (see Section 2), we have 
TV ((R v G)‘K’) = c px. (R v G)‘? 
XEG 
On the other hand, it is clear that p*(R V G) = A,, as left &-modules, hence 
U &, p,((R v G)‘K’) = U gA, AcK) = (U @/,, ,4,)‘K’ = UcK). t e 
as left R-modules. 
Consequently, for each set K, there exists a canonical 
R-modules 
BK : (DR 0 T v)((R V G)K) 1 U &, y?,((R V G)‘K’). 
isomorphism of left 
Let now A4 be an arbitrary left R D G-module. Then, there exists an exact se- 
quence in R V G-mod, 
(R V G)cK’ + (R V G)‘L’ + M+ 0, 
which gives rise to the following diagram in R-mod: 
(DR 0 T v)((R V G)‘K’) - (DR 0 T “((R v G)‘L’) - (DR~Tv)(M) - 0 
U@ 4 (~I,(R~G)(~)) - U O,,@*(R v G)‘? - U O&P*(W) - 0 
having exact rows. In a straightforward manner one checks that the above diagram 
is commutative, and, therefore, there exists an isomorphism in R-mod 
o(M) : @R o T“ )@‘f) + u @,,(V)d”)h 
It is easily verified that the isomorphism e(M) is natural in M, and, consequently, 
we obtain a natural equivalence of functors 
&D,oT” =+(U&-)q,. 0 
4.15. Theorem. Consider the following diagram of categories and functors: 
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R V G-mod I* 
A@A<- 





(1) The functors 
U OA, - : A,-mod + R-mod 
and 
ToDAo(AOA,-):Ae-mod+R-mod 
are naturally equivalent. 
(2) The functors 
ToD,o(A@,C-)op,oSV:R-gr+R-mod 
and 
D, : R-gr + R-mod 
are naturally equivalent. 
Proof. (1) If XEA,-mod, then 
(ToD,)(A O/,/O = U OA (A &,X) = (U 0, A) OAeX = U OApX. 
(2) According to (l), we have 
ToDAo(A @A,-)~~*oSo = (U@,~-)~cp,oS~. 
But (UO,e-)oq,= D,oTV by Lemma 4.14, hence 
(U@Ae-)~v)*oSo = (D,oTV)oSV = D,o(T”&) = DRo lR_gr =DR, 
because TV 0 S V = lR_gr, cf. Theorem 2.l(iii). q 
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